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Abstract 

The migration of signing algorithms is a process which can be used to move from signing algorithms 

which are regarded as less safe to algorithms which are regarded as safer. The safety of cryptograph-

ic algorithms has been compromised before, algorithms such as SHA-1 has been proven to be bro-

ken. The goal of this study was to find criteria that could define a successful migration as well as 

evaluating a method to perform a migration.  

The criteria were found by evaluating related works found in an RFC document as well as in a 

Springer conference paper. The criteria that was found was the following: backwards compatibility, 

no downtime, no need for mass revocation, no need for strict scheduling and no extra overhead. The 

evaluated method utilized a construct called a multiple key certificate; it was chosen because it con-

formed to most of the found criteria. The multiple key certificate utilized two different key pairs, one 

generated from a conventional algorithm and the other using an alternative algorithm, it also con-

formed to the x.509 standard. The alternative algorithm could be chosen to be a post quantum algo-

rithm. The prototype was tested for time overhead, memory overhead and backward compatibility.  

The results of testing to sign and verify 10 000 certificates as well as examining the file size of the 

certificate showed that the choice of alternative algorithm heavily affects the time overhead of the 

prototype certificate. The multiple key certificate also proved to be backwards compatible with wide-

ly used applications. This solution has proven itself to act in accordance to all the newly established 

criterion except for the criterion regarding overhead however, alternative algorithms could be stra-

tegically chosen to minimize overhead. The multiple key certificate seems to be a successful way to 

migrate signing algorithms. 

Keywords 
migration, post-quantum, certificate, x.509, backwards compatibility



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

Sammanfattning 

Migration av signeringsalgoritmer som används i certifikat är en process som kan behövas när en 

signeringsalgoritm som är mindre säker ska ersättas med en som är mer säker. Säkerheten som 

återfinns hos kryptografiska algoritmer har brutits förut, algoritmer såsom SHA-1 har bevisats vara 

osäkra. Målet med denna studie var att ta fram kriterier som kan definiera en lyckad migration samt 

evaluera en metod som kan användas för att utföra en migration.  

Kriterierna togs fram genom att studera tidigare arbeten inom migration av signeringsalgoritmer, 

dessa arbeten återfinns hos RFC dokument samt konferensrapporter från Springer. Kriterierna som 

togs fram var följande: kompatibilitet med äldre system, ingen nertid, inget behov av massrevoke-

ring, inget behov av strikta tidsscheman samt ingen extra omkostnad. Metoden som utvärderades 

kallas för flernyckels certifikat. Den valdes för att den följde flest av de nyfunna kriterierna. Lös-

ningen utnyttjar två olika nyckelpar, nämligen ett nyckelpar som har genererats med en konvent-

ionell algoritm samt ett nyckelpar som har genererats med en alternativ algoritm. Lösningen följer 

även x.509 standarden. Den alternativa algoritmen kan väljas så att den är postkvantum. Prototy-

pen testades för omkostnad i tid samt minne genom att signera och verifiera 10 000 certifikat samt 

att titta på certifikatens filstorlek. Prototypen testades även för kompatibilitet med kända applikat-

ioner.  

Resultaten visade att valet av alternativa algoritmer hade stor påverkan på omkostnaderna. Tester 

visade att prototypen var kompatibel med applikationer som används i stor utsträckning. Lösningen 

verkade följa alla nyfunna kriterier förutom kriteriet angående omkostnad men den alternativa al-

goritmen kan strategiskt väljas för att minimera omkostnaden. Prototypen verkar vara ett lyckat sätt 

att migrera signeringsalgoritmer. 

Nyckelord 
migration, postkvantum, certifikat, x.509, kompatibilitet
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1 Introduction 

This is a short introduction that will help the reader to understand the problem statement. This part 

will also put the reader in the context of the research topic. 

1.1 Background 
Schneier explains in his book called Applied Cryptography [1] that cryptography is ubiquitous, as it 

is used in many different applications. Cryptography is used to provide secure communication by 

using cryptographic encryption and signature algorithms to ensure authenticity, confidentiality, and 

integrity of messages during communication. Digicert, a world-leading certificate provider have in 

an article called Behind the Scenes of SSL Cryptography [1.5] explained that a security protocol 

called Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is used for establishing an encrypted link between a server and a 

client typically, a web server and a browser. Digicert states that SSL allows sensitive information 

such as credit card numbers, social security numbers and login credentials to be transmitted secure-

ly. Internet and even society as we know it today could not function the way it does without secure 

communication. Services such as internet banking, web shopping as well as simple login authentica-

tion all rely on secure communication. 

Stallings has in his book Computer Security [2] explained that public key cryptography works by 

using two separate keys, both keys can be used to encrypt or decrypt but if a key is used to encrypt 

only the other key can decrypt the message. If an actor Alice would like to send an encrypted mes-

sage to an actor Bob, then his public key must be shared with Alice. 

Stallings outlines the following problem [3], how can Alice be sure that Bob’s public key really is his 

public key. It simply is impossible to know unless a trusted third party is used, which can guarantee 

Bob’s identity. The use of public key cryptography together with a system of trusted parties is called 

public key infrastructure (PKI). The PKI allows key management to be secure by making sure that 

all public keys in use are authentic and not forged by a malevolent actor. 

Stallings reveals the [3] solution to the problem that anyone can claim a public key is theirs is solved 

by utilizing a data structure called a public key certificate. The public key certificate is simply a pub-

lic key and user identification which is signed by a trusted third party. Usually, the trusted party is a 

certificate authority (CA) that is trusted by the user community such as a financial institution or a 

government agency. The CA performs the duty of signing a certificate, therefore, declaring that it 

can be trusted. A question might arise, namely, how can the CA be trusted? The CA is itself signed 

by another CA which in turn forms a hierarchy of CA’s. Until a point of trust must be assumed. The 

CA on the top of this hierarchy is called a root CA.  

In 2014 Google had written an article called Gradually sunsetting SHA-1 [4] in which the authors 

stated that Google had decided, SHA-1 would no longer be accepted in their own browser called 

Google Chrome. The authors stated; they believe that powerful hardware is so affordable that they 

cannot regard SHA-1 as safe for the public. If quantum computers were to make improvements, new 

ways to attack current cryptographic algorithms could appear which were not at all accounted for 

when choosing the signing algorithms that are used today. This implies a need for continuous rein-

forcement of signing algorithms. 
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Another deprecated algorithm is, for example, the Data Encryption Standard algorithm (DES). 

Stallings remarks that [5] DES used to be the most widely accepted encryption algorithm but the 

insufficient key-length that it provides namely 56-bits has been used as a point of attack.  

1.2 Problem Statement 
If a rate of improvement in computer hardware’s efficiency such as we already have had is assumed, 

then the cryptographic algorithms which are used today need to be continuously evaluated and im-

proved upon. Public key infrastructure (PKI) is used to safely distribute public keys to ensure the 

public keys are owned by legitimate owners and not forged by malevolent actors. PKI is currently 

the primary technology for protecting communication and documents, through public key cryptog-

raphy and digital signatures. Public key cryptography is based on mathematical problems that are 

very hard to solve using today’s computers. What is currently lacking is a method for actively mi-

grating a PKI environment from one signing algorithm to another without downtime or noticeable 

performance degradation. Migration of PKI can have a significant impact on existing PKI. It is cru-

cial to make sure that this migration can happen without disturbing the current operational PKIs 

which are active today. Services depend on the security PKIs help provide, such services are bank-

ing, identification over the internet and many more. If these systems would be non-operational, 

huge repercussions would affect both the service providers and the service users. 

1.3 Aim 
The aim of this thesis is to find a way to migrate signing algorithms used to issue certificates without 

revoking already issued certificates. This will be done by first studying related works to understand 

what could define a successful migration of signing algorithms, assessing different solutions and 

then further examining a candidate solution by implementing a prototype of that solution. The solu-

tion will then be benchmarked and reviewed to see if it conforms to the found criteria. The goals of 

this study are further explained in the three following paragraphs. 

1.3.1 Research of Criteria of a Successful Migration of Signing Algorithms 
Research of related works will be conducted in order to find criteria that can help define a successful 

migration. The goal of this part of the research is to define what criteria a candidate solution should 

conform to for it to be a viable solution.  

1.3.2 Development of a Prototype 
The prototype implementation will be chosen after the criteria have been defined. The goal of the 

prototype is that it can be used to migrate signing algorithms used for issuing certificates without 

revoking certificates that are already in use. 

1.3.3 Analysis of a Prototype 
An analysis of the prototype will be conducted by comparing its properties against the newfound 

criteria that can define a successful migration. The prototype will also get benchmarked to analyze 

its performance. The prototype will get benchmarked to see how much extra memory it consumes as 

well as how much longer it takes to issue certificates using the prototype in contrast to the conven-

tional way of issuing certificates that is used today.  

1.4 Constraints 
This thesis has conformed to the following constraints: 

1. Only one viable solution will get implemented due to time constraints. 
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2. Blockchain solutions will not be considered. 

3. The prototype will get developed in a 4-week timeframe.  
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2 Theory  

This section will explain the theory that is necessary to understand the rest of this thesis. This sec-

tion will cover the types of cryptographic algorithms used in public key infrastructure, the compo-

nents of public key infrastructure, the x.509 certificates as well as earlier work in migration and 

deprecation of cryptographic algorithms. 

2.1 Cryptographic Algorithms Used in Public Key Infrastructure 
There are two types of cryptographic algorithms that are used in a public key infrastructure, one is 

called asymmetric encryption and the other is called a one-way hashing function.  

2.1.1 Asymmetric Encryption 
Schneier [5] has in his book Applied cryptography explained that public key algorithms which are 

also known as asymmetric algorithms, generates two different keys. These keys have the property 

that the key that is used for encryption is different from the key that is used for decryption. One of 

the two keys is made public and is denoted by the name public key and the other key is kept secret 

and is called private key. If two parties would like to encrypt their communication, they can do so by 

first sharing their public keys. They can then encrypt their messages with the public key of the re-

ceiving party, when the receiving party receives the message, they can decrypt it using their private 

key. 

2.1.1.1 RSA 
RSA is an asymmetric encryption algorithm and according to Schneier [6] it is the easiest asymmet-

ric encryption algorithm to understand and implement. The author also states that it is also the 

most popular asymmetric encryption algorithm in use. RSAs security comes from the difficulty in 

factoring large numbers. The generated keys are functions of a pair of large prime numbers. These 

prime numbers often go beyond 200 digits. Schneier clearly states that recovering the plaintext 

from ciphertext using the same public key that was used to create the ciphertext is speculated to be 

the equivalent to factoring the product of the pair of prime numbers that were chosen.  

2.1.1.2 Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) 
Stallings has in his book Computer Security [7] explained that ECC is an alternative to RSA. It is a 

type of asymmetric algorithm that can be used to generate key pairs.  Stallings reveals that ECC uses 

a mathematical construct which is called an elliptic curve. The author also states that ECC can pro-

vide equal security to RSA while requiring a far smaller bit size. Schneier [8] has explained in his 

book Applied cryptography that the strength of ECC lies in the difficulty of computing discrete log-

arithms over points on an elliptic curve. ECC implemented as a digital signing algorithm is called 

Elliptic Curve Digital Signing algorithm (ECDSA). 
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2.1.2 One-way Hashing Functions 
Stallings [9] describes in his book called Computer Security that one-way hashing functions H take 

a variable message M as input and produces a fixed-size message digest d, the following function 

describes one-way hashing functions: 

H(M) = d 

One-way hashing functions are designed in accordance to specific requirements. These require-

ments are what makes one-way hashing functions practical. The requirements are the following: 

1. The function H should be able to be applied to a block of data of any size. 

2. The function H produces a fixed-length output. 

3. H(x) is relatively easy to compute for a given x, thus making hardware and software imple-

mentations practical. 

4. For a given digest d that was computed from H(x), it is computationally infeasible to find y 

such that H(y) = d. This feature is known as preimage resistance. 

5. For a given block x, it is computationally infeasible to find y  x with the following property 

H(x) = H(y). This feature is called second preimage resistance. 

6. It is computationally infeasible to find a pair of (x,y) such, that, H(x) = H(y). This feature is 

called strong collision resistance. 

Stallings remarks that if a hashing function satisfies the first five requirements then it is referred to 

as a weak hashing function. If it satisfies all six requirements, then it is referred to as a strong hash-

ing function. 

The fifth requirement of a hash function states that, it is computationally infeasible to find a mes-

sage which produces the same digest as another message, therefore if one message produces the 

same digest in two different calculations it is safe to assume that the message has not been tampered 

with.  

RFC 6194, Security Considerations for the SHA-0 and SHA-1 Message-Digest Algorithms [10] de-

scribes that in 2005 an attack was performed which broke the feature that is called pre-image re-

sistance meaning that a message was able to be forged that would produce the same digest value as 

another message when passed to the same hashing function. If one of the prior mentioned require-

ments is violated, then the hashing function is no longer regarded as secure. The RFC was written in 

March 2011 and in that report, it was recommended to start supporting other hashing functions that 

are more collision resistant.  
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2.2 Quantum Threats Against Cryptographic Algorithms 
In 1996 Peter Shor [11] published a paper in which he outlined how quantum computers could in 

theory, be leveraged to solve specific problems. These problems are the following mathematical 

problems, prime number factorization as well as discrete logarithms. Schneier states that the 

strength [6] of RSA lies in the difficulty in computing prime number factorization. Schneier also 

states that the strength of ECC [8] lies in the difficulty of computing discrete logarithms.  

Shor reveals that Shor’s algorithm [11] works by utilizing quantum mechanical principles, which 

state that a photon can behave like a particle as well as a wave. A photon behaves like a wave until it 

is measured. Shor explains that a classical computer could be thought of having a single, fixed state 

while a quantum computer contains an internal wave function which is in all possible states at once. 

Quantum computation works by transforming the internal wave function, thereby altering the set of 

possible states.  

Grover [12] explains that Shor’s algorithm is not the only threat against modern cryptography but 

there is another algorithm called Grover’s algorithm, which is able to attack one-way hashing func-

tions. Grover´s algorithm utilizes quantum computers to search through unsorted databases. 

Grover´s algorithm can be used to find collisions in a hash function. The author states that to pro-

vide security against Grover’s algorithm for b number of bits, the output of a hash function must be 

at least 3b. 

In late 2oo1 IBM [13] claimed that they had been successful in creating a quantum computer that 

was able to find the factors of the number 15 which are 3 and 5 by executing Shor’s algorithm. The 

calculation might seem trivial, but its success directly attacks the strength of RSA.  

A research scientist at Google [14] named Sergio Boixo has explained that Google is working to 

achieve quantum computers that are able to solve problems that our current traditional computers 

cannot solve. This crossover point is called quantum supremacy. Sergio is part of a research group 

which is focused on advancing quantum computing technology. Researchers in the same group has 

written an article called commercialize early quantum technology [15] in which they explain that 

Google aims to not only advance quantum technology but also allow other researchers to access 

quantum technology through cloud services. They state that the reason for this decision is that it 

would facilitate the development of quantum technology. This would allow quantum technology to 

reach individuals who do not have the means to simulate or buy their own quantum computing 

hardware. They also mention that it would help facilitate and benchmark new algorithms which are 

impossible to implement using traditional computer hardware. One such algorithm is Shor’s algo-

rithm. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has published an internal report [16] 

called Report on Post-Quantum Cryptography. The report states that it is unclear when scalable 

quantum computers will be available. However, the report points out that it is likely a quantum 

computer capable of breaking 2oo0-bit RSA in a matter of hours could be built by 2030. NIST states 

that quantum computers are a serious long-term threat to the cryptosystems which are currently 

standardized by NIST. In the same report NIST asserts that agencies should be ready to transition 

away from current algorithms which are unsafe from quantum computers. NIST ends their report 

by stating that agencies should continue using the currently recommended algorithms specified in 

NIST standards until new quantum-resistant algorithms are standardized.  
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NIST [16.5] also lists different post quantum algorithms which are on track to be standardized 

among those algorithms the algorithms QTESLA and SPHINCS can be found. 

2.3 Public Key Infrastructure 
Public key infrastructure (PKI) is needed to solve a specific problem that Stallings has outlined in 

his book. As Stallings [17] has mentioned in his book Computer Security there is a simple problem 

that arises when using encryption with private and public keys also known as asymmetric encryp-

tion. It is assumed that the public keys are public, meaning that the public has access to these keys. 

There is nothing hindering a malevolent actor from claiming a public key that is not his. This creates 

an integrity problem which can be solved by utilizing a public key infrastructure (PKI). Vacca ex-

plains in his book called Public Key Infrastructure [18] that PKIs enables users to securely and pri-

vately exchange information on an insecure network such as the Internet using public key cryptog-

raphy. The PKI keeps digital certificates which are created by and shared by a trusted authority. 

Vacca further explains that PKI consists of 4 different components namely, a certificate authority 

that can issue and verify digital certificates, a registration authority which is the intermediary that a 

user contacts when the user wants to request a digital certificate which the certificate authority then 

provides. The PKI also needs a directory to store the issued and revoked certificates as well as a cer-

tificate management system.  

2.3.1 Digital Signatures 
To understand PKI, one must first understand what a digital signature is. Allow me to reintroduce 

our common actors named Alice and Bob. Stallings [19] explains that the creation of a digital signa-

ture begins by simply providing a message that is used as input to a one-way hashing function. The 

output also known as hash value is then attached to the message. The whole package is then en-

crypted with the private key that Alice owns. Now, when Bob receives the message, he first decrypts 

it with the public key that Alice has provided proving it was sent by Alice. Then Bob passes the mes-

sage into the same one-way hashing function and compares it to the attached hash value. If the val-

ues are the same the message have not been altered. When this action has been performed several 

things has been established namely, that Alice must have signed the message because only Alice is in 

possession of her private key. Bob is also sure that the message has not been altered because one-

way hashing functions always produces different output for different input even in differences as 

small as one single bit. Therefore, the message could not have been altered. The result of this opera-

tion is that Alice has digitally signed the message that she sent to Bob.  

2.3.2 Certificates 
Alice and Bob are back, and this time Alice wants to confirm the authenticity of Bob’s public key 

which can be done using certificates. Stallings explains that [17] Bob needs to create a certificate so 

Alice can verify the authenticity of Bob’s public key. He creates his certificate by passing his public 

key together with information about himself to a certificate authority. The provided information is 

then digitally signed with a private key which is owned by the certificate authority. Bob’s public key 

certificate is then created. Bob´s public key certificate, Bob’s public key as well as the public key of 

the certificate authority are all publicly available. This can be leveraged by Alice. She can prove that 

Bob´s public key is valid by decrypting the certificate with the public key of the certificate authority 

and then passing Bob´s unvalidated public key together with some information about him into the 

same one-way hashing function as the certificate authority used when creating the certificate. If the 

hash value found in the decrypted certificate is the same as the hash value which Bob´s unvalidated 

public key together with information about him produced, then Bob´s public key is authentic. If not, 

then Bob´s public key is invalid.  
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2.3.3 X.509 Certificates 
The x.509 standard is defined in RFC 5280, Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate 

and Certificate Revocation List (CRL) Profile [20]. A Public key certificate is a structure containing 

the public key and information about the holder of the public key, signed by a certificate authority. 

The x.509 standard defines exactly what information that the certificate should consist of. The hold-

er of the public key needs to provide specific information to meet the x.509 standard. The infor-

mation in the certificate is encoded with the ASN.1 notation. There are three specific certificate 

fields which needs to be populated for the certificate to be valid. Those fields are the following: 

tbsCertificate (sequence) This is the to be signed certificate. 

signatureAlgorithm 

(sequence) 

signatureAlgorithm explains which signature algorithm that was used 

by the certificate authority to sign the certificate. 

signatureValue 

(bit String) 

signatureValue consists of a bit string that contains the value of the 

digital signature. This value is constructed by signing the tbsCertifi-

cate. 

 

The tbsCertificate and signatureAlgorithm fields are both fields that consists of even more fields. 

They are sequences. The TBS certificate must contain at least the following fields: 

version (Integer:0,1,2) Version number of the x.509 certificate. (if omitted, version 1 is as-

sumed) 

serialNumber (Integer) Unique serial number that is created for each certificate that is creat-

ed by a CA. 

signature (Object ID) This value identifies which algorithm was used to create the signa-

ture. Must be the same as signatureAlgorithm. 

issuer (sequence) These values identify the issuing CA. 

validity (sequence) Describes the validity period of the certificate. (not before & not after) 

subject (sequence) Identifies the entity that is associated with the public key stored in the 

certificate. 

subjectPublicKeyInfo(sequence) This field describes the public key algorithm as well as the value of the 

public key. 

 

There are also optional values that can be added to the X.509v3 certificates. These optional values 

are the following: IssuerUniqueId, subjectUniqueId, and extensions. Both values containing id are 
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values that are used for identification which are encoded as bit strings in ASN.1 notation. The exten-

sion is defined as multiple fields. They are listed and explained in the following table: 

extnId (Object ID) Is used to identify this extension. 

critical Is a boolean value that is used to inform if the extension is critical or not. 

extnValue Contains an octet string which could be interpreted freely by a community 

utilizing an optional extension. 

 

2.3.4 End-entity Certificates and CA Certificates 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [21] has in their recommendation of x.509 defined 

that there are two primary types of public key certificates namely end-entity certificates and CA 

certificates.  

ITU explains that end-entity public key certificates are public key certificates issued by a certificate 

authority. These certificates have the property that their corresponding private key cannot be used 

to sign other public key certificates. End-entity public key certificates are used to verify that their 

corresponding public keys have not been forged.  

The authors inform that CA-certificates are public key certificates which are issued by a certificate 

authority to entities acting as certificate authorities. These certificates can be used to sign and issue 

new public key certificates. For a public key certificate to be considered a CA certificate it needs to 

include the basicConstraint extension with the CA components value set to true.  

CA certificates can be further divided into three groups. 

• Self-issued certificates – These certificates are CA certificates where the sequence in the certifi-

cate called issuer and the sequence called subject have the same values.  

 

• Self-signed certificates – These certificates are special versions of self-issued certificates meaning 

the issuer and subject objects have the same values. The difference between the self-signed and 

self-issued certificate is that the self-signed certificate is signed using the private key which corre-

sponds to the public key that is certified within the certificate authority. This type of certificate 

might be used by the certificate authority to advertise their public keys. 

 

• Cross-certificates – This is a CA certificate that have the property that the issuer and subject are 

different certificate authorities. These are used to authorize the subject CA’s existence or to rec-

ognize the existence of the subject CA. 

2.3.5 Hierarchical Trust Model 
ITU [21] further outlines the use of a trust model where a CA certificate can sign another CA certifi-

cate. This trust model is established by implementing the CA-cross-certificates. As explained earlier 

there are two specific fields that are defined by the x.509 standard that are called subject and issuer. 

By first creating a root CA certificate which is a certificate that is self-signed. The root CA can issue 

new certificates. If the root CA issues new certificates it is possible to verify that these new certifi-
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cates have not been altered by utilizing the public key of the root CA certificate. It is impossible to 

verify that the root CA-certificate itself have been altered. Therefore, it is created once and then its 

corresponding private key is securely hidden to make sure it never is compromised. End-entities 

and intermediary CA’s decide to trust the root CA certificate. The root CA issues new certificates but 

it changes the subject and issuer values so that the new certificate has the end-entity or the interme-

diary CA as the subject and the issuing CA as the issuer in this case the root CA. This can then be 

replicated by the intermediary CA. A chain of trust is established where all the CA-certificates issued 

by the root CA or the derivatives of the root CA are trusted. This type of trust model is called a hier-

archical trust model.  

2.3.6 Registration Authorities 
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) have in RFC 3647 named Internet X.509 Public Key 

Infrastructure Certificate Policy and Certification Practices Framework [22] described the crea-

tion of a public key certificate, which is started by the subject issuing a request to a registration au-

thority (RA). The subject generates a key pair which is then sent together with a certificate request 

to the RA. The RA then validates and signs the request which is then sent to a certification authority. 

The registration authority is a server which waits for clients to send their certificate requests. When 

requests are received, they are validated and signed so the certification authority can create a certifi-

cate from the submitted key pair. If the key pair that was generated by the subject is invalid or the 

request does not contain the information which is needed to create a valid certificate, the request is 

not forwarded to a certification authority. Thereby, lessening the load on the certificate authorities.  

2.3.7 Certification Authorities 
ITU [21] defines certification authorities as authorities that are trusted by one or more entities, fur-

thermore ITU states that a certification authority has the responsibility to create and sign public key 

certificates. Optionally a certification authority may create the subject’s keys or have them provided 

by the subject via a registration authority. Certification authorities are regarded as trusted because 

they are in possession of a CA certificate that is signed by another trusted CA.  

ITU explains that a certificate authority can also be responsible for the revocation of certificates. The 

CA manages this task by keeping a data structure called a certificate revocation list (CRL). A CRL 

contains identifiers for all revoked certificates issued by the same CA. The authenticity of the CRL 

itself is proved by digitally signing it in a similar way to a public key certificate. 

CA servers use their private key that is associated with their public CA certificate to sign new certifi-

cates, which then can be validated by using the CA-certificates associated public key.  

2.3.8 Validation Authorities 
A validation authority can verify a certificate by downloading the CRL [20] from a CA, verifying the 

signature and then checking if the to be verified certificate is in the CRL. If it is found in the CRL the 

certificate is invalid, otherwise it is regarded as a valid certificate. Another way to handle the revoca-

tion of certificates is by using a protocol which IETF have defined in RFC 6960 named X.509 Inter-

net Public Key Infrastructure Online Certificate Status Protocol - OCSP [23], that protocol is called 

Online Certificate Status Protocol (OSCP). The protocol solves the problem that a CRL grows by 

each revoked certificate and whenever a certificate needs to be verified the client must download the 

full CRL. OSCP instead allows a client to query if a certificate is valid instead of downloading a CRL. 

The report states that each response to a client must be signed so that a client can be sure the re-

sponse is authentic.    
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2.4 Deprecation and Migration of Older Standardized Algorithms 
RFC 6194, Security Considerations for the SHA-0 and SHA-1 Message-Digest Algorithms [24] 

outlines a specific problem and that problem is that of attacks on algorithms which are recommend-

ed by standards. The report states that an attack was conducted that was so devastating that they 

considered prohibiting the algorithm SHA-1 from being used but could not because it was highly 

utilized by computer systems. The authors strongly recommended that support for stronger hashing 

algorithms should be added in order to phase out the older insufficient algorithm. 

Garron and Benjamin describes in Googles security blog [25] how one can migrate from SHA-1. The 

authors explained that Googles web browser called Google Chrome would cease support in two 

steps. The first step was to block new SHA-1 certificates and the second step was to block all SHA-1 

certificates. Chrome was to completely stop supporting SHA-1 certificates. They further explained 

that a website with a certificate that has a SHA-1 based signature would trigger a fatal network error 

after January 1, 2017. 

The report RFC 4772, Security Implications of Using the Data Encryption Standard (DES) [26] 

that was published in December 2006 explained that successful brute-force attacks were carried out 

on DES. The author stated that if brute force attacks are successful at a cost that an attacker can 

stomach in 2005, that cost will only be lowered as technology advances. The authors also explain 

why a deprecated cryptographic algorithm still might be used. The report expresses that the follow-

ing reasons may carry an explanation: 

• Backward compatibility – Deployed systems may support a deprecated algorithm and rather than 

replace those systems, new systems could be implemented with compatibility in mind.  

• Performance – The older deprecated algorithm may have faster performance than a new im-

proved algorithm. 

• Ignorance – Individuals may simply not understand that an algorithm has stopped being regard-

ed as secure. The system may be deployed with default settings using an algorithm that is now re-

garded as deprecated.  

The authors of RFC 4772 [26] remarked that ignorance is something that should be combated by 

spreading awareness of the deprecation of an algorithm. The authors suggest a way of migrating 

from an insecure algorithm to a safer algorithm by recommending a phased upgrade approach. It is 

described that a phased upgrade approach is simply deploying new systems with recommended 

algorithms implemented while phasing out old systems which are using unrecommended algo-

rithms. 
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2.5 Just in Time Compilation (JIT) 
As written by Oaks in his book called Java Performance: The Definitive Guide, [26.5] the Java Vir-

tual Machine (JVM) is a virtual machine that is used to interpret Java code to intermediary Java 

byte code which can then be run by any system as long as there is an JVM that is written for it. Oaks 

mentions another capability that the JVM provides namely the feature called just in time (JIT) 

compilation. Oaks further explains JIT by stating that it compiles the Java byte code one step fur-

ther to assembly code which can then be run directly on the CPU and thereby earning all the optimi-

zations that comes with it. The author states that JIT compilation does not happen for all code in-

stead the JVM investigates and assesses if the code is worth compiling. Oaks explains that there are 

two reasons why the code is not compiled directly. The first reason is that if the code is executed 

only once it is not worth compiling because it is a wasted effort. The effort it takes to compile the 

code outweighs the gained performance. The second reason is that the JVM can understand which 

code is executed more often than other code for example a loop or a method and can thereby per-

form optimizations. 

2.6 Related Works 
A Security Migration Concept for Vehicle-to-X Communication to Allow Long-Term PKI Operation 

[27] describes how migration of current PKI could occur. The authors explain that PKI systems rely 

on trust, they state that root CAs need to have their trust transferred to a new root CA. In the scenar-

io that they describe in their paper, they have an old root CA that has an old root certificate and they 

have generated a new root certificate that is owned by another root CA. Now, they explain that the 

trust must be transferred to the new root CA from the old one. The authors reveal that this problem 

can be solved by utilizing a type of certificate that they call a link certificate. The link certificate is 

used to transfer the trust from an old root CA to an updated root CA. The authors state that the new 

root certificate must be generated before the old one has expired to ensure continues operation. The 

link certificate is a certificate that contains the keys of the new root certificate and is signed by the 

old root certificate. The validity period of the link certificate must not exceed the validity of the old 

root CA. During the overlap time where the old root certificate, link certificate and new root certifi-

cate are all valid, all entities must receive the new root certificate as well as the link certificate to 

perform the trust transfer ahead of the expiry date of the old root certificate. The old root CA ensure 

that the new one can be trusted by utilizing the link certificate. 

The authors also explained that the transition period can be divided into two parts namely, preload-

ing phase and transition phase. The authors states that the preloading phase begins when a new 

certificate is generated together with a link certificate. During the preloading phase, only the old 

certificate is used to issue new certificates. The authors remark that during the preloading phase the 

new certificate must be distributed to all entities while the old one is still being used. The transition 

phase begins by using the new keys that are bound to the new root certificate to issue and sign new 

certificates. By the time the transition period starts, the new root certificate should be distributed to 

all relying parties meaning all entities that was in possession of and trusted the old root certificate. 

The authors conclude their explanation by mentioning that at the end of the transition period, the 

old root certificate expires, and the PKI operates as usual. They also state that the link certificate 

loses its validity as well. The link certificate was only used to transfer trust and not to sign certifi-

cates. 

The Internet Engineering Task Force draft called Multiple Public-Key Algorithm X.509 Certifi-

catesdraft-truskovsky-lamps-pq-hybrid-x509-01 [28] explains how migration of PKI could tran-

spire. The authors suggest a solution which utilizes x.509 certificate extensions which are a part of 
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the object called TBSCertificate. The authors explain that their draft outlines a solution which is 

generic and could be implemented with any algorithm. Their solution consists of adding three ex-

tensions that would be classed as non-critical meaning legacy systems could ignore these exten-

sions. The three extensions would allow the certificate to be signed twice, firstly with an alternative 

public key algorithm which could for example be classed as quantum resistant and secondly with an 

algorithm which is specific to the legacy system such as RSA or ECC. In this case the draft have ex-

plained that even if a malevolent actor is able to forge a certificate that would result in the same 

signature as a new multiple key certificates signature, the situation could be remedied by utilizing 

the alternative signature which could for instance be quantum safe meaning that even if the conven-

tional signature that was created can be forged, the alternative signature cannot be forged therefore 

it can still be used to assess the authenticity of the certificate. 

By reading the draft one can see that it contains patents. This is very concerning since the owners of 

those patents could force other parties implementing their solutions to pay royalties to the owners 

of the patents which happens to be some of the authors of the draft. 

The RFC 6916 called Algorithm Agility Procedure for the Resource Public Key Infrastructure 

(RPKI) [29] explains how algorithms can be migrated in a specialized type of PKI that is called Re-

source Public key infrastructure. This special type of PKI is used in internet infrastructure. It can be 

used to support a certificate system that certifies the routing announcements of a routing protocol 

called Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). The authors explain how migration of algorithms could tran-

spire in such a system.  

In this RFC, which is currently regarded as best practice, it is explained that the migration is divided 

in six phases as well as one milestone. The explanation of each phase and the milestone which is 

found in the RFC is described in the following list: 

• Phase 0 – Is described as the steady state of the RPKI. It is the regular operational state of RPKI. 

During this phase the algorithms being used to sign certificates has yet to be migrated. Those al-

gorithms will now be known as Algorithm suite A. 

• Milestone 1 – is described to initiate the migration, which is initiated by updating values in an-

other document which must be defined according to the RFC. It changes the following definitions 

of RPKI:  

o  Algorithm suite A – The algorithms to be migrated from. 

o Algorithm suite B – The algorithms to be migrated to. 

A timeline document must be published in milestone 1 with the following information: 

o CA Ready Algorithm B Date – After this date, all non-leaf CAs must be ready to process a re-

quest from a child CA to issue a certificate under Algorithm suite B. 

o CA Go Algorithm B Date – After this date, every CA must ensure that there is a suite B prod-

uct corresponding to each suite A product. 

o Relying Party Ready Algorithm B Date – After this date, all relying parties must be ready to 

handle signed material issued under algorithm suite B. 

o Twilight Date – After this date, a CA may cease, issuing signed certificates under algorithm 

suite A and a relying party may cease to validate algorithm suite A.  

o EOL Date – After this date, Algorithm suite A must be deprecated.  

o Readiness metrics for CA’s and RPs in each phase  
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• Phase 1 – begins at the CA Ready Algorithm B Date. During Phase 1, all non-leaf CAs must be 

ready to process a request from a child CA to issue or revoke a certificate using Algorithm Suite B. 

This has minimal effect on relying parties as they are relying on leaf CAs. 

• Phase 2 – begins at the CA Go Algorithm Date. At the start of this phase, each signed object must 

be available using both suite A and B. During this state, every CA must ensure that there is a suite 

B product corresponding to each suite A product. 

• Phase 3 – This phase starts at the RP Ready Algorithm B Date. During this phase, all signed 

product sets are available using both algorithms suites, and all relying parties must be able to val-

idate them. Between Phase 3 and 2 nothing has happened at the CA level. 

• Phase 4 – This state starts at the twilight date, at that date Algorithm suite A is labeled as old and 

Algorithm Suite B as current. During this phase all signed products must be issued using Algo-

rithm Suite B. Issuance of algorithm suite A products is still possible but these products should 

not be validated by relying parties. 

• Return to Phase 0 – The EOL Date triggers this state. During this state Algorithm suite, A must 

be fully deprecated. This is the steady state where the migration is complete.  

2.6.1 Economic and Societal Effects of Not Being Able to Migrate Signing Algorithms 
Mojot and Yampolskiy has in their article called Global catastrophic risk and security implications 

of quantum computers [30] explained how certificate spoofing could lead to disaster. A hacker 

group called Guardians of Peace (GOP) hacked and exposed digital certificates used by Sony. The 

authors state that the exposed certificates could be used by malware to install itself because those 

systems would believe the malware was a legitimate piece of software vetted by a signing authority. 

In this case Sony discovered that this was possibility, so they quickly revoked the stolen certificates. 

The author further explains that with quantum computers it is possible to spoof certificates without 

being detected.  

In that same article the authors explain another sector which is vulnerable to certificate spoofing is 

SSL certificates behind website verification. The authors state that if a method was developed to 

easily spoof certificates it would be virtually impossible to trust the identity of a website. Online 

banking transactions would not be able to be carried out because of no guarantees of confidentiality 

and non-repudiation. The authors also mention that DNS queries could be affected, causing brows-

ers and applications to connect to imposter servers who can perform man-in-the-middle attacks 

without a possibility of detection.   

The authors explain that using certificate spoofing to conduct man-in-the-middle attacks, corporate 

espionage could be carried out. This type of espionage could affect any industry that it is used in. 

The authors remark that this could introduce economic chaos as competing companies fall because 

of a competitor that utilizes advanced corporate espionage. The authors explain that in a scenario in 

which more and more man-in-the-middle attacks are performed, it could become hard to prove who 

performed a financial transaction. The authors states that the ability to easily spoof certificates 

could have the opportunity to cause mass chaos both economically and physically.  

The authors also explain a scenario in which spoofed certificates could be used to perform espionage 

on a foreign regime, by spoofing certificates used in software updates on their target’s machines. 

After a certificate has been spoofed the authors explain that it would be trivial to fake an automatic 

update for targeted computers and then install malware which could be used to further spy on the 

targets. Once the time is right, the foreign regime could be attacked in a way that ensures the most 

damage possible is inflicted on it. The authors remark that the power to easily spoof certificates 
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could be abused by countries in this way. The societal and economic repercussions could be cata-

strophic to all countries and societies in a global scale in the scenario in which the authors outlined.  

The authors conclude their article by stating that the risks resulting from quantum computers will 

be catastrophic unless an improvement is made to current cryptographic architecture. The authors 

suggest that society needs to begin work on phasing out vulnerable cryptographic systems that 

would not be able to stay secure under the computational power of quantum computing.  
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3 Methodology 

The methodology used in this study consisted of an extensive literature study as well as an imple-

mentation of a prototype certificate to gather empirical evidence. The results of the literature study 

and the results of the implemented prototype certificate was used to determine the success of an 

attempted migration of signing algorithm. By assessing the prototype certificate, according to crite-

ria found in the literature study, the success of the prototype could be measured. 

3.1 Literature Study 
The literature study was conducted by first gathering relevant sources to gain background 

knowledge about cryptographic algorithms used in PKI, PKI itself, quantum threats against current 

PKI, x509 certificates and deprecation of standardized algorithms. This was followed by finding 

information about how a migration could have been conducted.  

Research papers that first published for example an algorithm or a concept was preferred. Another 

type of source used was official standards regulated by IEFT that are called Request for Comments 

which defines standards that are used to make sure that implementations of a concept are the same 

even if they were implemented by different developers. Another source used is called ITU-T which 

also is a repository of standards. Other sources used were technology blogs that are written by mar-

ket leaders such as Google or IBM. Critically acclaimed books were also used for information gather-

ing, those books were used to explain concepts that are central to understand the context of this 

thesis. 

Sources regarded as outdated were actively avoided to make sure the information in this thesis is 

relevant.  
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3.2 Parameters of a Successful Migration of Signing Algorithms Used in 
Certificates 

The research question in this study was the following: How can signing algorithms used by certifi-

cate authorities be migrated without downtime or noticeable performance degradation.  

The criteria used to define the success of the implemented candidate solution was defined by what 

the needs are for an already operational PKI system. As explained in 1.1 PKI systems always needs to 

be operational because of its widespread use in for instance SSL connections therefore, a successful 

migration cannot require downtime.  

Due to the importance and need for PKI systems to always stay operational, the implemented solu-

tion needs to be backwards compatible with older systems simply because all CAs cannot be updated 

at the same time because it would lead to downtime therefore, a phased upgrade is preferred. A 

phased upgrade requires that the upgrade is backwards compatible with older systems because it 

will communicate with them. 

The CAs that are issuing conventional certificates are using RSA and a hashing function to create the 

signature value used to verify the certificates. As explained in 2.3.7 CAs are implemented as servers 

which waits for requests to issue certificates. These servers could be faced with a load that was not 

anticipated when building them therefore, it is important that a candidate solution does not lead to 

extra overhead that would affect the servers. 

The first solution presented in 2.6 was a type of migration of signing algorithm that might be needed 

in vehicle communication PKIs. It uses a construct called a link certificate to transfer trust from a 

older root CA certificate to a newer one that utilizes a newer signing algorithm to issue certificates. 

This is a change of algorithm in which older certificates would need to be revoked and reissued 

which is problematic for large scale PKI. It also requires a strict schedule to be followed for it to be 

successful. The link certificate is only valid if the older root certificate is valid therefore, it is crucial 

that trust is transferred before the validity of the older root certificate runs out. 

The other candidate solution also presented in 2.6 required that a strict phased upgrade timeline be 

followed and defined by an RFC document. That solution was a migration of signing algorithms 

used in a niche PKI system called Resource PKI. If a step in the phased upgrade did not go accord-

ing to the timeline, the RFC document would need to be edited. This solution offers a way to migrate 

signing algorithms used in certificates, but this solution simply changes the signing algorithms used, 

meaning, that any certificates that were issued before and partly during the migration now uses 

another algorithm. Two different types of certificates would be in use using this solution, one issued 

with a conventional signing algorithm and the other using a new signing algorithm, these two are 

not interchangeable. In a scenario in which the older signing algorithm is regarded as unsafe all 

certificates issued using the prior algorithm needs to be revoked. A candidate solution must be able 

to make sure that certificates issued during the migration need not be revoked since that would have 

a large impact on operational PKI.  

Two out of three candidate solutions suffered from the same problems namely that a strict schedule 

be followed as well as a possible need to revoke certificates issued during the migration (If the con-

ventional algorithm were to be broken during the migration). A problem with following a strict 

schedule is that the effort of migrating the signing algorithms must be highly coordinated between 

different CAs.  
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By analyzing the candidate solutions, five criteria of a successful migration have been formed name-

ly: 

• Backwards compatibility 

• No downtime 

• No need for mass revocation 

• No need for strict scheduling 

• No extra overhead 

The IETF draft called Multiple Public-Key Algorithm X.509 Certificates draft-truskovsky-lamps-

pq-hybrid-x509-01 explains a solution that is using a capability in the already established x.509 

standard. The x.509 certificate has a specific capability that allows for extensions to be defined and 

freely interpreted by the users of the extension. The draft explains a way to perform a migration by 

utilizing custom extensions. It is per definition backwards compatible with older PKI systems be-

cause it is a valid x.509 certificate. This is what makes this solution worth testing and further evalu-

ating. 

Evaluation of a certificate that is constructed according to the IETF draft, could be done by using 

browsers to examine and open the certificates to see if a certificate is compatible with modern-day 

browsers which can parse valid x.509 certificates. The prototype certificate can be further evaluated 

by using an application called OpenSSL. By a successful examination of a certificate using OpenSSL 

and modern-day web browsers such as Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, it can be concluded that 

the certificate is backwards compatible and that migration using it may not require any downtime 

since modern-day browsers were able to understand the prototype certificate without being recon-

figured, however the browsers may not be able to validate the alternative signature of the certificate, 

the browsers would need to be updated for that capability to be possible. The certificate can also be 

tested by benchmarking the creation of for example 10 000 prototype certificates and 10 000 con-

ventional certificates to see if additional time overhead is discovered. Another way to test for over-

head is to examine the file size of a prototype certificate to see if the size of a prototype certificate 

has increased or been lowered when compared to a conventional certificate.  

The prototype certificate does not require a specific algorithm to migrate to but instead it is possible 

to migrate to any alternative algorithm therefore it is worth benchmarking the performance of the 

prototype certificate when using different alternative signing algorithms. Verification of identities 

are the reason why certificates are issued in the first place therefore, the time it takes to verify proto-

type certificates issued with different alternative algorithms is also worth benchmarking and com-

paring to a conventional x.509 certificate. 

The validation of the alternative signatures in the certificate extensions would not be needed until 

current signing algorithms are regarded as deprecated. When that date has come, a simple change of 

the extension value critical could be changed from false to the value true when new certificates are 

issued. For older certificates that are already issued without the critical flag the CA server could be 

configured to further verify the certificate by verifying the alternative signature. After this has been 

done certificates utilizing a deprecated algorithm can be explicitly revoked by adding them to a CRL. 
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3.3 Development of an Extended X.509 Certificate  
The development of the prototype certificate will be conducted by utilizing a [31] cryptographic 

open source API called Bouncy Castle. Bouncy Castle will be used tox§ abstract the details of the 

development of an extended x.509 certificate. Bouncy Castle implements an array of cryptographic 

functions as well as implementations of the x.509 certificates. The API contains implementations of 

signing algorithms which could be used as alternative signing algorithms. Bouncy Castle was chosen 

because of its capabilities and because it is used in a CA-Server called [32] EJBCA community which 

is maintained by Primekey; therefore, it is a tested and viable API to use for creating the prototype 

certificate. The IETF draft [28] that explains how a Multiple Public Key certificate could be con-

structed will be used as a template for the implementation.  

The draft mentions three different extensions that allow for an alternative signing algorithm to be 

used. These extensions are the following: 

SubjectAltPublicKeyInfoExt, AltSignatureAlgorithmExt and AltSignatureValueExt. 

The creation of an extended x.509 certificate is divided in five steps which are thoroughly explained 

in the IETF draft, they are also listed here: 

1. Create a PreTBSCertificate object and populate it with all data which is to be signed by an 

alternative private key, including the extensions SubjectAltPublicKeyInfoExt and AltSigna-

tureAlgorithmExt. 

2. Calculate the alternative signature in the DER encoding of the PreTBSCertificate, using the 

issuers alternative private key with the algorithm specified in the AltSignatureAlgorithmExt 

extension. 

3. Add the calculated alternative signature to the PreTBSCertificate object using the AltSigna-

tureValueExt 

4. Convert the PreTBSCertificate to a TBSCertificate by adding the signature field and popu-

lating it with the algorithm identifier of the conventional algorithm to be used to sign the 

certificate. 

5. Calculate the conventional signature using the conventional private key associated with the 

issuers certificate and create the certificate from the tbsCertificate, signatureAlgorithm and 

signature.  

By following the listed steps, an extended x.509 certificate will be created that is able to be verified 

using both a conventional signature algorithm as well as an alternative signature algorithm. 

3.4 Prototype Evaluation 
The criteria for a successful migration have been formed and explained in 3.2. The criteria were 

used to decide which candidate solution was worth implementing. An implemented solution must 

be evaluated to see how viable it is. There are some criteria that the prototype conforms to and that 

is why that solution was chosen. Another criterion that the implemented prototype needs to be test-

ed in is the criterion concerning overhead. The chosen candidate solution uses both a conventional 

signing algorithm as well as an alternative signing algorithm. Different alternative algorithms will be 

tested to see how they affect overhead. The alternative signing algorithms will be alternative algo-

rithms that are implemented in Bouncy Castle.  
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3.4.1 Testing of Memory Overhead 
The tests that will assess the memory overhead of the prototype certificate will be checking the file 

size of the certificates implemented with different alternative algorithms compared to a convention-

al certificate to see if they cause additional memory overhead. The Linux command called du (Disk 

Usage) together with the flag -h will be used to examine the memory used in blocks while ls (List) 

with the flags -lh will be used to check the apparent file size of the certificates. 

3.4.2 Testing of Time Overhead of Issuing Prototype Certificates 
The time it takes to issue 10 000 certificates will be tested with the prototype certificate using differ-

ent alternative algorithms as well as the time it takes to issue 10 000 conventional certificates. The 

time values will be gathered, and a confidence interval will be calculated to ensure the quality of the 

measurements. The keypairs that corresponds to each certificate will not be generated each itera-

tion, instead hardcoded keys will be read from the file system. In chapter 2.3.6 it was explained that 

registration authorities can receive keys and information about the subjects which it then passes on 

to a CA which then signs that data. This means that the CA never generated the keys, therefore in 

this benchmark the keypairs will not be generated for each certificate. Instead they will be loaded 

from the file system. 

3.4.3 Testing of Time Overhead of Verifying Prototype Certificates 
Measurements will be made to see how long it takes to verify 10 000 certificates using the prototype 

certificates implemented with different signing algorithms as well as the time to verify conventional 

certificates. The time will be tested by using a method in Javas standard library which is called Sys-

tem.currentTimeMillis. The time values will be gathered, and a confidence interval will be calculated 

to ensure the quality of the measurements. 

3.5 Considered Methodologies  
Another methodology considered was an implementation of a solution that performed a simulated 

migration using discrete time simulations however, a proper implementation of a full migration of a 

simulated PKI system would not be within the scope of this report and would be hard to perform 

considering the time frame of this research paper. Other than conducting a literature study an at-

tempt was made to conduct interviews with one the authors of the IETF draft that was implemented 

in order to gain knowledge from one of the creators of a proposed solution to the problem concern-

ing migration of signing algorithms in PKI systems. Perhaps an interview would offer more depth to 

the background and related research concerning migration of signing algorithms.  

The three different approaches that were outlined in the chapter 2.6 attempted to solve the problem 

of migration of signing algorithms in PKI systems. The proposed solutions were described to be 

used in niche PKI environments such as PKIs for vehicle communication or PKIs for internet infra-

structure. Those niche PKI environments does not operate at the same level as general PKI systems 

that are used on the internet. Therefore, those solutions may have worked in their respective envi-

ronments but not in a large scale such as the Internet because of the need for a general PKI system 

to always stay online. The other solutions allow for downtime which simply is not accepted at the 

level that general PKI systems operate in the Internet today. 
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4 Results 

Performance of the implemented prototype is showcased in this chapter. The prototype certificate is 

evaluated by examining the criteria of a successful migration. The criteria were the following prop-

erties backwards compatibility, no downtime, no need for mass revocation, no need for strict sched-

uling and no need for extra overhead. 

The chosen prototype was chosen because of its accordance to some of the above criteria, however 

the criteria concerning overhead, and backwards compatibility could not be evaluated unless the 

solution was implemented. Time overhead is measured by measuring how long it takes to perform 

certificate signing and certificate verification. Memory overhead is measured by examining the file 

size that the prototype certificate occupies. Backwards compatibility is tested by opening and pars-

ing certificates using various applications that are used today. 

4.1 Benchmark Descriptions 
The benchmarks carried out was the time it takes to sign 10 000 certificates and the time it takes to 

verify 10 000 certificates using a conventional x.509 certificate as well as the time it takes to per-

form the same tasks using the prototype certificate. The time it takes to verify 10 000 prototype 

certificates using only their alternative signature was also tested. The prototype certificate was im-

plemented with two pairs of public and private keys to create two different signatures. Therefore, a 

prototype certificate implemented with different algorithms was tested as well to see if it affects the 

performance. The algorithms used to create the alternative signature used in the prototype certifi-

cate were ECDSA, SPHINCS and QTESLA. SPHINCS and QTESLA are regarded as post quantum 

algorithms. 

The certificates used in this study were self-signed CA certificates. They contained arbitrary data. 

The same certificate information was signed in all benchmarks. 

The applications used to examine the prototype certificates to see if they were backwards compatible 

with older systems was Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox as well as OpenSSL.  

The applications used to measure the file size of the prototype certificates was du (Disk Usage) with 

the flag -h and ls (List) with the flags -lh. The application du tested the number of blocks that the 

certificate occupied in hardware and the application ls with the flags -lh displayed the apparent file 

size of the certificates.  

The computer used to perform the benchmarks had an Intel i5-6300U CPU @ 2.4 GHZ with dual 

cores. Linux Ubuntu 18.04 LTS was the operating system used to carry out the tests. The tests were 

performed by utilizing a terminal and shutting down all other background applications to reduce 

system overhead. Average and median running times for verification and signing of certificates were 

measured in all benchmarks. In addition, confidence interval as well as standard deviation was cal-

culated to ensure the consistency of the values. The compiler used were OpenJDK version 1.8.0_121. 

4.2 Benchmark Results 
Appendix A shows full test data including standard deviation, sample mean, median as well as con-

fidence intervals for the tests. Figure 4.1 and shows the results of the different operations performed 

with the multiple key certificates as well as conventional certificates which are noted by the RSA 
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label. The tests were run by running 10 000 iterations and then measuring the time it took to sign a 

certificate using RSA as well as an alternative algorithm. The JVM was primed so that JIT compila-

tion was ensured, that was done by running 5 iterations of the test before the real test, meaning 10 

000 x 5 certificates where signed or verified before each test.  

By looking at figure 4.1 one can see that the average signing time for 10 000 prototype certificates 

utilizing both RSA and SPHINCS is extraordinarily more time consuming than any other algorithm 

that was tested in this study. It takes on average approximately 1484 seconds to perform 10 000 

signings of certificates. That is approximately 74 times more time consuming than signing certifi-

cates using only RSA to create the signature. Figure 4.1 shows that the time it takes to sign multiple 

key certificates using QTESLA and RSA is about three times longer than the time it takes to sign 

conventional certificates. Signing 10 000 conventional certificates using RSA is shown to take on 

average 20 seconds while multiple key certificates utilizing RSA and QTESLA is shown to take on 

average 60 seconds when signing 10 000 certificates. The time it took to sign multiple key certifi-

cates implemented with RSA and ECDSA took on average 23 seconds which was about three sec-

onds longer than it took to sign 10 000 conventional certificates. 

Figure 4.1 shows that the conventional certificate utilizing RSA had the fastest verification time for 

verifying 10 000 certificates, that time being 2 seconds in average. The two multiple key certificates 

implemented with RSA and SPHINCS as well as RSA and QTESLA were almost as fast as each other 

with the time it took on average to verify 10 000 certificates by verifying both available signatures 

being 24 seconds respectively 23 seconds. Verifying 10 000 multiple key certificates implementing 

both RSA and ECDSA took on average 6 seconds which was slower than the verification of a conven-

tional certificate but faster than verifying 10 000 multiple key certificates utilizing SPHINCS or 

QTESLA.  

Figure 4.1 also shows the results of tests where only the alternative signatures were verified and the 

results for the various multiple key certificates has shown that the certificates took almost two sec-

onds less to verify which corresponds to the time it takes to verify the conventional signatures. 

These tests show that when using the solution that was drafted by IETF one can see that it will never 

be faster than a conventional certificate in any operation. Creating two different signatures or verify-

ing two signatures generated from two different algorithms simply takes a longer time.  
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Figure 4.1. The diagram shows how long it takes to verify and sign multiple key certificates in contrast to con-

ventional certificates signed with RSA. The confidence interval was so small that it was not visible in a loga-

rithmic scale. 

By looking at the results of the benchmarks one can see that the alternative algorithm certainly af-

fects the speed of the different operations. Therefore, the performance of CA-servers is heavily de-

pendent on which algorithm is used to issue the multiple key certificates. 

4.3 Migration Performance 
The performance of the migration is measured by comparing the implemented solutions to the cri-

teria which was established in the earlier chapter. 

4.3.1 Memory Performance 
The multiple key certificates issued were tested to see if they took up more memory than a conven-

tional certificate and by looking at figure 4.2 one can see that different alternative algorithms affect-

ed the file size of the issued certificates. In the worst case the file size was almost 40 times larger 

than a conventional certificate. All multiple key certificates took up several times more memory 

except the multiple key certificate implemented with ECDSA. That certificate had a file size that was 

almost as big as a conventional certificate. The multiple key certificate implemented with QTESLA 

was approximately 6 times larger than the file size of the conventional certificate. By examining the 

data provided one can see that the memory that is occupied by the prototype certificates is affected 

by the algorithm that is chosen. The signature that gets produced by each algorithm is different in 
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bit length and they key sizes are also different. The alternative public keys also get saved inside the 

certificates.  Therefore, both the alternative key size and alternative signature bit length affects the 

certificate size. 

Type of Algorithm Memory occupied in hardware (Blocks) Apparent file size 

RSA 4kiB 1.1kiB 

SPHINCS + RSA 44kiB 42.3kiB 

QTESLA + RSA 8kiB 7.4kiB 

ECDSA + RSA 4kiB 1.3kiB 

Figure 4.2. This table show how much space each certificate occupies in the hardware as well as the apparent 

file size of the certificates. 

4.3.2 Backwards Compatibility Performance 
The implemented prototype certificates were saved to files and then examined with different pro-

grams to test if the multiple key certificates were compatible with applications used today. The test-

ed applications were Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox as well as OpenSSL. The prototypes imple-

mented with all three alternative algorithms were able to be examined using the above-mentioned 

applications. Thus, the prototype certificate can be regarded as backwards compatible.  
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5 Analysis and Discussion 

This chapter will analyze and discuss the results which were gathered from the assessment of the 

prototype certificate. The discussion will be based around the goals listed in the earlier chapter 1.4. 

The three goals listed in the beginning of the thesis were the following: research of criteria of a suc-

cessful migration of signing algorithms, development of a prototype and an analysis of said proto-

type. This chapter will also cover the social impacts of the implemented prototype.  

5.1 Analysis of the Results Concerning a Successful Migration 
Part of this study was about defining what a successful migration of signing algorithms could be. 

By performing an extensive literature study, the following criteria were found: Backwards com-

patibility, no downtime, no need for mass revocation, no need for strict scheduling, no extra 

overhead. The established criteria were based on the needs of operational PKI as well as on stud-

ies of earlier studies concerning migration of signing algorithms. The criteria that were brought 

up were chosen based on two principles. The first one being what does a running PKI require to-

day to stay functional and the second one being what did earlier migrations do right and wrong.   

5.1.1 Analysis of the Candidate Solutions  
    When performing the literature study, no authority was found which had defined a successful 

migration. Earlier work in performing migrations of signing algorithms were evaluated to see if 

they were viable solutions or if they had any flaws. Earlier work in migration of signing algo-

rithms were hard to find in fact, only three was found. Two of the found solutions were imple-

mented for niche PKI systems meaning their solutions were not viable for general PKI systems. 

One flaw that two candidate solutions which were the RPKI solution as well as the vehicle-to-X 

solution had was that they were not flexible in their migration. When a migration has started the 

algorithm that will be migrated to cannot be changed unless the migration is restarted from the 

beginning. The RPKI solution as well as the vehicle-to-X solution needed to follow a strict sched-

ule, the RPKI solution had to have its schedule published as an RFC document that would get ed-

ited and republished if anything did not go as planned. If an algorithm is deemed broken during 

the migration, the whole process needs to get restarted again. The vehicle-to-X solution was a mi-

gration that when successful revoked certificates issued prior to the migration. Revocation of 

hundreds of thousands of operational certificates is simply too expensive. Revocation of that scale 

would impact services utilizing the certificates in a way that would be disastrous. Services such as 

internet banking and e-commerce would have down time due to their need for encrypted com-

munication with clients. That would be very expensive for the service providers as well as incon-

venient for the clients. The negative properties of the candidate solution were very useful since 

they could be analyzed to see how a successful migration could be carried out. By examining the 

negative properties and assessing if they are fatal, they could be used to create criteria that could 

help define a successful migration. The found criteria could be of better quality if a workshop was 

made with several groups of experts in PKI so that they could give input that could help define 

what a successful migration could consist of.  The lack of earlier work has certainly affected the 

quality of the criteria because only three candidate solutions were found, if more were found 

maybe more criteria could have been defined. 

The implemented solution that was found and implemented was called multiple key certificate. 

This solution was defined in an RFC draft. The draft explained how the prototype certificate could 
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be implemented. That solution could act in accordance to all criteria that were brought up in this 

study.  

5.2 Analysis of the Prototype 
Backwards compatibility, no downtime, no need for mass revocation, no need for strict scheduling 

and no extra overhead, those are the criteria that defines a successful migration. The multiple key 

certificate conforms to some of the criteria by design. The other criteria need to be evaluated by 

inspecting an implementation of the multiple key certificate. In this study the implemented proto-

type certificate was tested for the criteria, backwards compatibility by using software that are used 

today to assess the prototype. The software used was Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox as well as 

OpenSSL. The prototype was able to be parsed by all above mentioned applications. One could ar-

gue that this was not enough and that more applications should be used to assess the backwards 

compatibility of the prototype, but the chosen applications follows standards and the prototype cer-

tificate implementation conforms to the x.509 standard. From those two correlations it could be 

argued that if the prototype certificate conforms to the x.509 standard and the applications that 

were tested are able to parse the prototype certificates then the prototype is backwards compatible 

with all applications that can parse the conventional certificates which also conforms to the x.509 

standard. 

5.2.1 Analysis of the Signing Time of the Prototype Certificates 
It seems like the alternative algorithm that is chosen heavily affects the time it takes to sign 10 000 

certificates. Using some alternative algorithms, the time it takes to sign 10 000 certificates takes an 

unacceptably long time and using others such as ECDSA it takes just a little bit longer than it takes 

to sign conventional certificates. This can have a significant effect on CA-servers implementing mul-

tiple key certificates. In a situation where CA-servers have started implementing the multiple key 

certificates, if 1000 requests were made at the same time to an CA-server it could take a very long 

time for the CA-server to generate the certificates. This would be experienced as an inconvenience 

for the clients that are trying to acquire a certificate. The tests have shown that this can be remedied 

by strategically choosing the alternative algorithm, so it is faster when it needs to be. All certificates 

do not require the same level of security, for instance root CA-certificates needs to be fully secure 

because of other certificates trusting the root CA-certificates. Short lived certificates which could for 

example be end user certificates could be issued with alternative algorithms which are less secure 

(but still hard to crack) but faster in order to save time. Different alternative algorithms could be 

used in different circumstances in order to minimize the time it takes to issue multiple key certifi-

cates. The implementation has shown that it is very easy to switch alternative algorithms therefore 

this is a capability that should be used, in order to ensure that the CA-servers are able to run as effi-

cient as possible.  

5.2.2 Analysis of the Verification Time of the Prototype Certificates 
Another benchmark tested in this study was the time it takes to verify the multiple key certificates 

implemented with various alternative algorithms compared to verification of conventional certifi-

cates. Two separate verification tests were made, one verifying both the alternative signatures the 

other only verifying the alternative signature. The results show that the time it takes to verify 10 00o 

conventional certificates implemented with RSA took about 2 seconds. The tests where two signa-

tures were validated one of them being an RSA signature and the other an alternative signature 

should differ two seconds when compared to tests where only the alternative signature was verified. 

The difference was about 2 seconds which was expected since the time it takes to verify 10 000 RSA 

signatures alone was known to be 2 seconds.  
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The benchmarks showed that the post quantum algorithms both took about the same time to verify 

with a small difference of less than one second. That time was 10 times longer than the time it took 

to verify only the conventional RSA signature. The ECDSA signature took about 6 seconds to verify 

so about three times longer than the RSA signature.  

The difference in the time it takes to perform the verification of multiple key certificates compared 

to conventional certificates lies solely on the choice of alternative algorithm. Verification authorities 

would have issues if their computations suddenly took 10 times longer to perform. The whole reason 

certificates are issued in the first place is to be used to verify the identity that is bound to a certifi-

cate. Therefore 10 times longer verification times are a type of overhead that needs to be accounted 

for. In practice more servers might have to be deployed in order to be able to serve all verification 

requests. There is some hardware which is optimized for a certain type of computation, in a scenario 

in which a new algorithm is found to be viable to migrate to, looking into optimized hardware would 

not be a bad idea. The benchmark results from the verification tests have shown that once again the 

alternative algorithms have been shown to heavily affect the time overhead by increasing the time it 

takes to verify each prototype certificate. 

5.2.3 Analysis of the Prototype Certificate File 
The certificates were coded in ASN1 notation. The certificates were written to the file system so that 

they could be evaluated. The file size of each certificate was examined in two ways. The first way was 

to check how many blocks were occupied by a certificate and the other way was to check how big the 

apparent file size of the certificate was. The tests showed that the size of a conventional certificate 

implemented with RSA was 1.17 KiB, the three other prototype certificates implemented with 

QTESLA, SPHINCS and ECDSA took up 7.4 KiB, 42.3 KiB, and 1.3 KiB respectively. The blocks oc-

cupied were the same numbers but rounded up to nearest block in this case 4 KiB, 8KiB, 44KiB and 

4KiB.   

The results of this test showed that the alternative algorithm is very important since it decides how 

much bigger the prototype certificate is compared to a conventional certificate. In the worst case the 

apparent file size was 40 times larger than the file size of a conventional certificate. That means if 

the algorithm called SPHINCS were to be implemented then the CA-servers holding the certificates 

would need to ensure that they had the capacity hold certificates that are 40 times larger. However, 

that is the case if you are just looking at the apparent file size, by looking at how many blocks are 

occupied one can see that it is about 11 times larger instead of 40 since memory is allocated in 

groups of blocks. The memory overhead is clearly affected by which alternative algorithm is chosen 

to create the alternative signature. When an algorithm is chosen to be migrated to, the size of the 

signature which the algorithm generates as well as the key size, since the key is stored as well, needs 

to be heavily considered since it will directly affect how much data that will be stored inside a certifi-

cate. The certificate will in turn be stored in CA-Servers, so the size of the prototype certificates di-

rectly affects the CA-servers. 

5.3 Possible Error Sources 
A possible error cause could be not using real server hardware to perform the benchmarks therefore 

not accurately assessing the time it takes to perform the tests. This could be remedied by using a 

real CA server to test the time it takes to issue multiple key certificates.  

The tests were executed in Java, it is a known fact that Java is a language which is interpreted by a 

virtual machine which then compiles the code to java byte code which is then run on a CPU. This is 
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overhead is extra overhead which makes Java runs slower when compared to languages that com-

piles to assembly which can be ran directly on the hardware such as C and C++. If the tests were 

executed in C or C++, the results would be faster than they are when using Java. Therefore, the tests 

could be executed in C or C++ to get a better understanding of how long time it takes to perform 

various operations using multiple key certificates compared to conventional certificates.   

Even though the test were not optimal and did not accurately simulate a CA server, they still came 

up with results that can explain how the multiple key certificates gets affected when choosing differ-

ent alternative algorithms. 

5.4 Societal Impacts of Migration to Post Quantum Cryptography 
The impact of the migration of signing algorithms used in certificates is immense. The reason be-

hind a migration is to ensure that signing algorithms which the integrity of certificates depend on 

are not broken algorithms. Certificates that are utilizing broken algorithms can unfortunately be 

forged. If no way of migrating signing algorithms was ever devised, a situation in which certificates 

are using a broken algorithm might arise. Certificates utilizing a broken algorithm is a ticking time 

bomb. Certificates could get forged by malevolent actors to wreak havoc on systems depending on 

the certificates. Software updates that could be about to be installed could be certified by a certifi-

cate to ensure that the software is not malware. If a certificate could be forged malevolent actors 

could forge certificates which could be used to download malware that directly benefits the malevo-

lent actors. This is a disastrous situation. Sony has had their certificates stolen and responded by 

swiftly revoking their stolen certificates due to the possibility that it may be used by adversaries. 

Imagine a scenario in which a certificate could get forged without the owners ever finding out. That 

would mean that the certificates would not get revoked and would continue to be used. 

Nation-states, corporations or any organization which requires encrypted communication would not 

be safe if certificates could be forged easily. There are nation-states which have a vested interest in 

eavesdropping and spying on each other. The adversary states could in this scenario easily intercept 

an SSL connection due to their capability of forging certificates. This would in practice lead to the 

possibilities of man in the middle attacks where a server’s identity is being forged using the forged 

certificates. The adversaries could easily gather credentials to further infiltrate other nation states 

which in turn could lead to unthinkable events. One such event could be changing the settings in a 

nuclear power plant to cause a core meltdown which could lead to disastrous consequences to both 

the power grid as well as the environment due to radiation. 

Not only would nation-states be threatened but also corporations. The ability to forge certificates 

could lead to advanced corporate espionage which could severely damage the free market. Suppose 

a big corporation would like to grow and beat their competition. They could use advanced espionage 

utilizing the forging of certificates. They could mercilessly beat the competition without even them 

realizing it, by stealing all their private intelligence. This could influence the economy if they simply 

did not care about healthy competition. The corporation would grow into an unstoppable monopoly 

and could even grow across industries due to their ability to steal company secrets. The failure to 

migrate signing algorithms would certainly lead to disaster in such a situation. 

These are not problems accounted for since the RSA algorithm was regarded as safe, however since 

the demonstration of the capability of quantum computers as well as algorithms which can only be 

utilized by quantum computers, concerns has risen. It has been proven by IBM that RSA (in 2 digits) 

can be broken by utilizing quantum computers. Google is making huge strides in quantum compu-
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ting as well. They have even gone so far so that they plan to open APIs which directly interface with 

their quantum computers to further drive the research forward. This would allow for researchers to 

carry out experiments using quantum computers without buying expensive hardware. Quantum 

computers could be used for good as well however, it has been proven that the success of quantum 

computers will directly affect our current day cryptography. 

Quantum computers seem to be making huge strides and that is surely concerning. Even if a capable 

quantum computer were to get developed would the public even know about it? Nations could con-

fiscate the results and force the corporation to not publish their results to keep the power of quan-

tum computers to themselves. 

Since the progress of quantum computers has been steady, it is wise to plan a way to migrate signing 

algorithms as soon as possible in order to guard against forgery of certificates. Right now, certifi-

cates utilizing RSA are in theory defenseless against Shor’s algorithm therefore work should be done 

by industry experts to ensure the migration of signing algorithms can happen as soon as possible in 

order to ensure the integrity of certificates. 
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6 Conclusion 

This thesis aimed to achieve three goals, they were to research criteria that could define a successful 

migration of signing algorithms and to develop and analyze a candidate prototype. The found crite-

ria were the following: backwards compatibility, no downtime, no need for mass revocation, no need 

for strict scheduling and no need for extra overhead. They were found by analyzing earlier work 

done regarding migration of signing algorithms. 

One of the found candidate prototypes was implemented and that was the multiple key certificate. It 

was defined in an IETF draft. Results show that alternative algorithms affect the time it takes to sign 

and verify multiple key certificates. Results also show that the alterative algorithms signature and 

key size affect how much memory a multiple key certificate occupies. 

The multiple key certificate seems to be a successful way to migrate signing algorithms. This solu-

tion has proven to act in accordance to all the newly established criteria except for the criterion re-

garding overhead. High memory and time overhead could be remedied by strategically choosing 

alternative algorithms to ensure extra overhead is minimized. 

6.1 Future work 
To further assess the viability of the multiple key certificate as a vehicle to perform a migration of 

signing algorithms, alternative algorithms should be further examined. Tests of multiple key certifi-

cates should be made using as many alternative algorithms as possible so the overhead that each 

alternative algorithm produces is well known and so arguments could be made for which algorithm 

should be chosen and when. Since the exact parameters are the file size of the multiple key certifi-

cates as well as the time it takes to sign and verify the certificates. The alternative algorithms public 

key length as well as signature length should be investigated. The time it takes to verify and sign 

multiple key certificates using the alternative algorithms should also be tested.  
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Appendix A 

The tested certificates were multiple key certificates except for where conventional is written then it 

is a conventional certificate that was tested. 

     Signing 10 000 multiple key certificates       

Algorithm Mean Median Conf. Inter. (95%) Stand. dev. 

RSA (Conventional) 20148 ms 20148 ms 7,00 ms 9,79 ms 

SPHINCS 1484705 ms 1484475 ms 365,08 ms 510,35 ms 

QTESLA 59979 ms 59986 ms 142,02 ms 198,53 ms 

ECDSA 23410 ms 23409 ms 10,71 ms       14,97 ms 

 

This table show the time it takes to verify 10 000 certificates by verifying available signatures. 

     
Verifying 10 000 multiple key certificates using all 
available signatures      

 

Algorithm Mean Median Conf. Inter. (95%) Stand. dev. 

RSA (Conventional) 2169 ms 2168 ms 3,64 ms 5,09 ms 

SPHINCS 23553 ms 23554 ms 13,91 ms 19,44 ms 

QTESLA 22266 ms 22263 ms 37,98 ms 53,09 ms 

ECDSA 5880 ms 5879 ms 9,11 ms 12,73 ms 

 

This table show the time it takes to verify 10 000 certificates by verifying only the alternative signa-

ture. 

     
Verifying 10 000 multiple key certificates using 
only alternative signatures      

 

Algorithm Mean Median Conf. Inter. (95%) Stand. dev. 

RSA (Conventional) - - - - 

SPHINCS 19482 ms 19485 ms 11,25 ms 15,72 ms 

QTESLA 20315 ms 20321 ms 34,63 ms 48,41 ms 

ECDSA 4345 ms 4341 ms 12,27 ms 18,26 ms 
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